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Cnn 10 january 4 2018

The show in this page tests your knowledge of events in Transcriptare Newsquiz Newszuri May 18, 2018 The oil spill in the East China Sea goes away from our coverage this Friday, followed by a look at the volatility of Bitcoin. We're explaining why the U.S. flu season is causing misery nationwide. And we're looking into
how the king of cheeses is used as currency in Italy. Please note that CNN will not air on 10 a.m. Monday, January 15 in the follow-up to the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday. WEEKLY NEWSQUIZ1. Did a false alarm from an emergency missile warning system in the U.S. state cause panic last weekend? 2 । In which
Middle Eastern nation will you find Idlib province, where fighting between rebel and government forces threatens the lives of civilians? 3 । When he was born on Jan. 15, 1929, what was the first name of future U.S. civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. originally? 4. Name two of America's Big Three automakers, which
are all investing in driverless technology. 5. As a way to encourage your kids to play out in winter, a father in Old Lime, Connecticut recently helped make what in your yard? 6 । Have the two rival countries announced this week that their athletes will march together under a flag at the upcoming Olympic Winter Games? 7
। Is the desert country home to the world's largest desalination water reserves? 8 । Did a tanker in the Pacific body of water sink recently after a fatal crash, possibly releasing thousands of gallons of oil into the sea? 9 । H1N1 and H3N2 are examples of what disease, which is causing problems across the continental
U.S.? 10. What type of cheese, known as the King of Cheese, is used as currency in part of Italy? TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and
then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks to using CNN 10 show transcription in this page The Weekly Newsquiz Newszuri 26, 2018This Friday show is a special edition to test your knowledge about events; We're wrapping up our
series on the possibility of autonomous driving. What will city roadways look like if everything is hoped for by manufacturers and proponents of driverless technology? And how could that look of American cities change itself? WEEKLY NEWSQUIZ1. A three-day, partial shutdown of the U.S. government was brought to an
end after a vote of 81-18 ended a filibuster in which chamber of Congress? 2 । What was the name of the event that brought a large crowd of protesters to several cities nationwide and focused on topics such as women's rights, equality, religious freedom, persecution and immigration? 3 । What a missile defense drill in
the city this week of, its first since World War II ended in 1945?4. 2018 Winter Olympics together Weeks away, is the Court of Arbitration for Sport ready to hear appeals from 42 of the 43 banned athletes from the country? 5 । What U.S. retailer, which opened in 1916, is credited as the first modern, self-service grocery
store? 6 । Which two items did the Trump administration announce new tariffs on imports this week? 7 । Is a magnitude 7.9 earthquake in the Pacific body of water taking place on Tuesday, triggering fears of a tsunami? 8 । Sai Sanctuary, a 300-acre stretch of land that was restored in lush native forest, is located in what
nation? 9 । With the goal of creating a shared narrative to improve the world's situation, what is the name of the international group meeting in Davos, Switzerland? 10 । Will the U.S. retail giant recently announce that it will close 182 store locations across the U.S. in an effort to strengthen its position against competitors
like Amazon and Walmart? TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and
how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks to using CNN 10 show Transcription 9, 2018This SPECIAL EDITION OF CNN 10 in this page can be described as heroic. After a quick recap of the 2017 CNN Hero of the Year, we're taking an in-depth look at CNN's Young Miracle: Children and Young Adults
who are taking action to make an extraordinary impact on their communities. TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe
why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks to using CNN 10 show transcription in this page 4, 2019A contains below-the-bottom details of the ongoing U.S. government shutdown our first topic is this Friday, and it's followed by a report on the swearing-in
of the 116th U.S. Congress. A lesser-known resident of a Chinese mission and a famous British address on the far side of the moon meet our coverage. TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's
priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks for using CNN 10 show transcription in this page May 24, 2018Tuve has heard about deforestation, but what can reforestation look
like? Today's Great Big Story takes you to southern India for answers. Also explained today: On the U.S. government's new tariffs Panels and washing machines, an earthquake in the Gulf of Alaska, and how tsunamis are generated. TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news
broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks to using CNN 10 show transcript in this page
january 10, 2018 From mudslides in California to a heatwave in Australia, today's show begins by examining the effects of extreme weather. We're also looking at materials that can be used for future buildings – and some techniques that may appear in them. TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact
on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into a complex, international society. Thanks to using CNN 10 show
Transcriptive Weekly Newsquiz Newszuri 11, 2018Chrides tests your knowledge of events in The New York Times, which destroys homes and lives in Southern California, and the U.S. Congress pursues the reauthority of a controversial intelligence-gathering law: These are our first two reports this Friday. We are also
characterized by a great big story about a public library that some human search engines can call. Please note that CNN will not air on 10 a.m. Monday, January 15 in the follow-up to the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday. WEEKLY NEWSQUIZ1. What is the name of the infamous border where representatives from North
and South Korea recently held face-to-face talks for the first time in more than two years? 2 । The Dow Jones named the only company in the industrial average that was on the original index in 1896.3. What milestone (a record number of points) did the Dow Jones Industrial Average recently gained in a sign of a strong
U.S. economy? 4 । Is there severe mudslides in the U.S. state and flooding destroyed dozens of homes and led to the evacuation of thousands of people? 5 । What approached record levels in the nation's most populous city recently with temperatures of more than 117 degrees Fahrenheit? 6 । What is the name of the
massive trade show that took place this week in Las Vegas, Nevada, showcasing some of the latest technologies? 7 । In which body of water will a new search for Malaysian Airlines Flight 370, which disappeared on March 8, 2014, take place? 8 । During a recent cold snap in North Carolina, did alligators in a wildlife
park enter a state of brusm, which is similar to what other state entered by animals in winter? 9 । What is the name of the classified spacecraft which was apparently lost after boarding a SpaceX rocket earlier this week? 10 । America Do delegates vote on Thursday to reauthorize part of an intelligence house law known
as What? TranscriptCN 10 is a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts that are ideal for those seeking to go or class clarification. The show's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then clearly describe why they are making news, which is affected, and how events fit into
a complex, international society. Thanks for using CNN 10 10
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